Protecting Your Data is as Easy
as Backup, Search & Restore
Automated backup of cloud application
data with AirGap technology
•

Backup Exchange Online, OneDrive, SharePoint,
and Teams

•

Backup of Google Workspace Contacts,
Calendar, Gmail, Sites, Drive, and Shared Drives

•

Automatic discovery and backups multiple
times daily to our Secure Cloud with AirGap
technology

Instant full-text search and
granular/mass restores
•

Instant full-text search for point-in-time restores
of Microsoft 365 and Google Workspace data

•

Rich document search filtering including title,
owner, created date, modified date, and folder

•

Rich email search filtering, including sent date,
received date, label, sender, recipients, subject
line, keyword, attachment names, and within
attachments

Compliance
•

Multi-factor authentication governing all users

•

Inability to delete/purge data from within Cloud
Backup

•

Detailed dashboards, reports, and monitoring
of all system, user, and backup activities with
detailed backup diagnostics and intuitive
remediation workflows

•

The most comprehensive and complete
regulatory compliance in the industry including:
• HIPAA
• SOC-2
• GDPR

You standardized on Microsoft
365 or Google Workspace, so
your data is safe in the cloud.
Or is it?
More than 30% of small businesses have migrated
on-premise Microsoft Exchange servers to Microsoft 365
in the cloud, and the trend is accelerating. Increasing
numbers continue to adopt Google Workspace. However,
there are many things most small businesses don’t know
about these vendors:
1.

Microsoft provides no guarantee against data loss
and only retains data for 14 days after deletion.

2.

Google provides no guarantee against data loss and
only retains data for 20-25 days after deletion. The
optional Google Vault does not retain data from
Calendar, Contacts, Sites, and Shared Drives.

Per Microsoft, one of the most common security support
requests is for assistance remediating account
compromise. The vendors limited retention can violate
compliance requirements in many industries, and disrupt
companies when data is lost. Having your backups
fulfilled through a third party is a critical part of a healthy
disaster recovery plan, otherwise when the source system
is compromised, so are your backups. We give you peace
of mind knowing your organization's data is always
available for as long as you need it with AirGap and truly
unlimited storage and retention. We’re on a mission to
cure data loss.

Data Loss
Happens.
Even In
The Cloud.

Can your organization afford to
lose important emails, contacts,
calendars, and work documents?

XC360 Backup solution ensures all your
Microsoft 365 and Google Workspace data is
securely backed up, recoverable, and
protected.

Avert Common
Data Disasters

Ransomware

Ransomware is an unfortunate reality for many
organizations. If your Microsoft 365 and Google
Workspace Data is ever encrypted, our solution
allows you to restore pre-infected data to a new
domain, having you up and running in just
minutes.

Data Loss

Your data is backed up to our Secure Cloud with
AirGap technology, which ensures your data will
always be there. The inability to delete data from
within Cloud Backup matched to unlimited storage
and unlimited retention, organizations can rest
assured that their Microsoft 365 and Google
Workspace data is never lost with us.

Buried Data

Often times we need to find data associated to a
particular person or event that spans over a long
time period and across all Microsoft 365 or Google
Workspace channels. With SmartSearch, your
organization can perform complex search queries
to identify and retrieve data. SmartSearch function
allows you to search for historical data and restore
— just two steps!

Prevent Data Disasters

User error, flawed data migrations, and more can
wreak havoc on your Microsoft 365 and Google
Workspace information. Our solution guarantees
anytime access to critical Microsoft 365 and Google
Workspace data.

Never Experience Downtime
Cloud-to-cloud backup for Microsoft 365 and
Google Workspace makes it easy to find your
critical emails, contacts and calendar data.
Cloud data can be rapidly restored to any
application or user.

Your Privacy Matters

We take the security of your data as seriously
as you do. Our solution features military-grade
encryption: 128-bit SSL in transit and 256-bit
AES at rest. Access is always verified, logged, and
protected through multi-factor authentication.

Keep Tabs on Your Data

We provide a comprehensive overview of backups,
including a dashboard for seamless navigation of
your organizations data.

Start your free trial today...
Contact us:
enquiries@xc360.co.ke
(254)785 111360 / 222360
www.xc360.co.ke

